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Beautifully-restored 
no. 199 welcomes you to 
Running Journal no. 200.

In it you’ll find trams 
from all over the globe 
bearing the number 200. 

You’ll also discover 
MTM news aplenty. 
(Though that’s never 
enough for some of us).

Anyway, get into it and 
we hope, enjoy.
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no. 200: 1899 luxury: four-axle Jan Kotěra car for Prague Transit Company
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INSIdE: aROUNd 
ThE glOBE ON 
TRaMcaR No. 200

 photo courtesy: www.michaeltaylor.ca

source unknown 

 photo source:  http://calypsospots.blogspot.com/2008_05_01_archive.html

200! 

Not surprisingly, Running Back 
this time celebrates the number 
200 ... on trams around the world. 
Even via the web, it was quite a 
lengthy trip. 

Unfortunately, our own 199 is 
the closest MMTB number we 
can feature, 200 having met its 
un-maker some years ago. 

no. 200: Antwerp, Belgium

no. 200: Czestochowa, Poland

no. 200:  London [Leytonstone-bound]

no. 200: Katowice, Poland



New members Barry and Dean 
Addicott, local builders and owners 
of a W3, have put protective 
tarpaulins over MTM W3, no. 667. 

No doubt the trusty old lady will 
have been pleased to have some 
shelter from the elements.

Barry and Dean have also started 

work on replacing the rotted roof 
truss in Shed no 1. MTM Bylands 
provided the materials and is very 
grateful for the generous donation 
of Barry and Dean’s labour and 
expertise. A vital job has been 
completed at minimal cost.

Thanks, gents. And welcome.

yOUR 
ShOUT
 let’s be hearing 

from yOU!

SENd yOUR lETTERS TO:
journal@tramway.org.au

John Frost 

Contact Running JouRnal at
journal@tramway.org.au
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RUBBISh!

RJ a “useless publication”?
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MTM
NEWSTRACK

EMaIl UpcOMINg EVENTS TO 
journal@tramway.org.au

Speaking at the Society's AGM, 
Mal Rowe praised the work of Doug 
Prosser during his term as TMSV 
Chair. Mal noted the accelerating 
progress at Bylands over recent 
times and acknowledged the efforts 
of so many tireless members.

NZ pURchaSE gIVES 
caSh BOOST TO MTM 

A key part of the new development 
policy at MTM Bylands is the 
generation of much-needed income 
for capital works as quickly as 
possible. 

Recently, a selection of surplus 
parts has been purchased by the 
Christchurch City Council and 
the Tramway Historical Society in 
New Zealand for use on trams for 
the extended City tramway. (See 
picture: right)

NEw chaIR haS 
pRaISE FOR wORk 
OF pREdEcESSOR

Members and visitors will note 
the general improvement in the 
tidiness of Bylands. 

Ballast has been laid by Liam 
Davies and team.

Doug Prosser and John Rawnsley 
have continued cleaning up tonnes 
of rubbish and scrap metal from 
all over the site.

The former Geelong girder rail 
which has been sitting in the 
paddock for 20 years is to be 
donated to our friends at Ballarat 
Tramway Museum for use in 
their street track. In exchange, 
we will receive their valuable 
expertise which will assist in our 
re-accreditation.

TMSV'S NEw chaIRMaN

As a long standing member of 
TMSV I am very disappointed 
in the new “you beaut” colour 
magazine produced by the new 
editor and the Board. It is absolutely 
unwarranted to produce such an 
expensive and useless publication 
for a very small number of 
members. such as this association 
has which is less than 70 members.

I would like to know how much 
did the last issue cost and why 
are you filling the newsletter with 
extraneous filler items?

The Association is in dreadful 
trouble with the surrendering of its 
Accreditation to the Department of 
Transport. What we need to know 
is what is our Board doing to obtain 
fresh accreditation? 

Also our expenses are continuing 
and our income is much reduced 
so why waste our reserve funds on 
such a publication.

  May I say the dream of running a 
horse tram at Kilmore is fanciful for 
the following reasons.

•The obtaining of accreditation to 
allow a horse tramway to operate. 

•The need to obtain a suitable 
horse and 7/365 care of the animal. 

•Accredited drivers. 
•The lifting and rebuilding of the 

track at Kilmore after accreditation 
has been obtained.

We did have a horse tram before 
but as you know it failed owing to 
the difficulties of suitable drivers 
and the care of the horse. It was 
replaced by a petrol powered cable 
tram which in turn failed due to a 
lack of volunteers who would man 
the unit.

One member thinks the new-look 
‘Running Journal’ is useless.

So, are we wrong using it to show 
the appeal of trams and tramways 
to a wider audience? Should we 
give away a powerful tool to 
promote MTM? Should MTM be 
only for the The Few? Two views 
on this page. What do you think?

lET'S cElEBRaTE 
OUR NEw lOOk
The opinion of member John Frost 

in the “Your Shout” column is 
expressed passionately. No doubt it 
reflects the views of some others.

 We're all entitled to our many and 
varied opinions. RJ welcomes them.

But the Board faces many new 
challenges in an era of ever-rising 
costs and, sadly, waning interest 
in the obscurities of Melbourne 
tramway fleets and practice. 

New attractions are needed and 
RJ is one of them, because, as John 
says, “our expenses are continuing 
and our income is much reduced”. 

wE NEEd MORE ACTIVE MEMBERS
Maybe the 70 Melbourne Tramway 

Museum members John mentions 
are too few. Especially for a city 
of four million that's capital of the 
tramway world.

We need more new visitors, new 
members and active volunteers. 

Maybe a new profile for MTM. 
wE Talk TO a NEw aUdIENcE
Whilst its principal focus is our 

members and Melbourne trams, the 
new RJ has another, equally vital 
role. It can be a powerful and cost-
effective new marketing tool. 

The new Running Journal reflects 
the bright ideas MTM members are 
full of and the great future being 
built at Bylands with the hard work 
of a small band of members. 

Most important, it shows MTM 

and trams as subjects of interest for 
the public at large. Here and overseas.

RJ shows trams to be appealing 
wherever in the world they run. 
And especially Melbourne trams.

MTM is part of a global network 
of tramlovers and Running Journal 
helps inform them about us. 

Groups around the globe tell us 
they appreciate RJ's fresh way of  
promoting MTM and Melbourne 
trams to the world. Like the great 
city we represent, MTM is worthy 
of growing attention. And it gives 
us a buzz when our RJ brings MTM 
praise from around the globe. 

RJ cOST dONaTEd By MEMBER 
The cost of RJ has been borne so 

far by a generous member. But at 
small cost to MTM Running Journal 
can present Bylands as a fascinating 
place to visit. Properly used, it can 
bring us many happy returns.

kIlMORE: FUTURE BRIghT
Finally, John mentions Kilmore. 

RJ is told that the earlier venture 
‘failed’ when electric traction at 
Bylands proved more seductive 
than pony power in Hudson Park. 
Recent discussions with the Shire 
and investigation of new operating 
options suggest Kilmore should 
soon again be viable. 

Running Journal's 200th issue is a 
celebration of your successes, both 
past and into the future. Cheers!

wET-wEaThER 
gEaR FOR 667

OpORTO 200

At the Society's AGM at Bylands 
on 28 August, the chair passed 
from Doug Prosser to Mal Rowe.

Mal joined the TMSV in the 
1960s and enjoyed the company of 
many of the early founders of the 
group.  Like many others he was 
encouraged in his interest by the 
late Bob Prentice. 

Back then, the TMSV had no site 
and several important cars were in 
open storage.  

Mal is married, has three kids 
and four grandkids and, after 
a period occupied with family 
matters, is now getting back into 
the TMSV.  

As a moderator of the "Trams 
Down Under" online discussion 
group, Mal has thoroughly enjoyed 
renewing old acquaintances and 
is strongly committed to building 
good relationships within and 
beyond the TMSV.

Mal has been very much 
encouraged by messages from 
many people congratulating him 
and wishing the TMSV well in the 
next phase of its development.  He 
wants to encourage and support 
TMSV members and thus to share 
with them the enjoyment he has 
had after Bob Prentice's investment 
of time in him so many years ago.



at 246 Elizabeth Street where 
he again started building 
omnibuses.

1832 proved to be a good year 
for John, the New York and 
Harlem Railroad's first section 
opening along the Bowery from 
Prince Street north to 14th Street 
on November 26.

Stephenson was invited to 
compete for the railroad's 
business by supplying a specimen 
car which subsequently led the 
procession of the railroad's four 
cars on the gala opening day.

The car was named John Mason, 
president of the Chemical Bank 
and of the railroad company. 
It was probably no surprise, 
therefore, when Stephenson's 
design was chosen over the other 
three and the US government 
granted the design a patent, the 
document of which was signed 
by President Andrew Jackson.

 In 1843 Stephenson's business 
failed, but John was not fazed 
and started work again in new 
premises on W27th Street that 
would eventually expand to cover 
sixteen city plots.

He paid off his debts with 
interest and continued building 
cars not only for New York and 
other American cities, but also for 
cities all over the world.

 Including, of course, our own 
fair city of Melbourne.

* You can find the clip on YouTube

200 x 2 =

Two vehicles there's little call 
for around these parts.
Saskatoon #200 (below), a 

fine example of combination 
sweeper and overhead line car, 
was built by the Ottawa Car 

Co. in 1907 and acquired by the 
City of Saskatoon when they 
opened in 1913. It worked until 
operations were abandoned in 
1951. It’s now at the Edmonton 
Radial Railway Society.

By chilly coincidence, the 1907 
snowbroom car seen (above) 
sweeping dramatically round a 
curve at Innsbruck in Austria, 
and below in the depot, is also 
numbered 200.
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a paIR OF cENTENaRIaNS aNd a VERy chIllINg cOINcIdENcE.

What could the 1948 MGM 
movie of Irving Berlin's "Easter 
Parade", starring Judy Garland and 
Fred Astaire, have to do with the 
Melbourne Tramway Museum at 
Bylands? 

Well, for a start, perhaps the only 
lines ever dedicated to trams in a 
Hollywood musical*: "We would 
ride on a trolley car, but we haven't 
got the fare".

And still you ask: 1. What's that 
to do with MTM Bylands? And 2. 
Useless information? 

Answers: 1. A lot. And 2, certainly 
not. 

The words remind us of the 
significance of the tram in the 
commercial capital of the world.

It should also remind us that 
tucked away at Bylands are some 
veritable gems. And in some cases, 
venerable treasures. Including 
examples of the work of one of 
the great tramway pioneers of the 
world, John Stephenson.

Indeed, according to his obituary 
in The New York Times of 1st 
August, 1893, Stephenson was the 
designer and builder of the original 
street car.

So, while it may not be quite 
as astonishing as discovering a 
Rembrandt in the attic, knowing 
that we have examples of his work 
in our collection should bring us 
both pride and a sense of duty. 

Today, the cars and their panels 

are probably rarer than many 
works found in the great art 
galleries of the world. 

So, who was John Stephenson? 
He was born in County Armagh, 

Northern Ireland on 4th July 1809. 
Two years later his parents, James 
and Grace, emigrated to the United 
States.

After a public school education 
in New York and an academic 
course at the Wesleyan University 
in Middletown, Connecticut, John 
was put to work in a store.

But John's inclinations were more 
mechanical than mercantile and 
he apprenticed himself to Andrew 

Wade, a coachmaker, at 347 Broome 
Street in SoHo. (Now a neighbour 
of a shop called Golden Nail and 
Beauty Supply, Inc)

Finishing his apprenticeship, he 
was invited in 1831 by an Abram 
Brower, who kept a livery stable at 
661 Broadway, to set up a business 
at Number 667. 

In May of that year John 
Stephenson's company opened 
its doors, his first commission an 
omnibus for Mr Brower.

Less than a year later, Brower's 
and Stephenson's premises and 
stock were destroyed by fire.

Undaunted, John took premises photo courtesy eRRS [Les Corness] photo courtesy David Vigar, UK

"wE wOUld RIdE 
ON a TROllEy caR"

Tony Miles



TMSV/MTM has a strong interest in the 
restoration of New Zealand's Birney no.15 
since we provided surplus spare parts from 
our stock. So following his feature on no. 
15 in the last issue of RJ John Rawnsley 
here gives us his promised follow up 
detailing progress on the restoration. 

I was fortunate to visit 
Christchurch again in May of 
this year and was able to inspect 
progress on this major project. 

As noted in the previous article 
this car is destined for service on 
the extended City Tramway so 
a tight schedule is necessary to 
ensure completion on time. The 
restoration is a joint project of 
Christchurch Tramway Ltd, the 
City Tramway operator and the 
THS at Ferrymead.  

Following the compilation of 
a detailed conservation plan 
for the tram, the first stage of 
restoration was for the body 
to be taken to the workshop of 
Christchurch Tramway’s highly 
skilled tradesman, Andy Rowe, 
for it to be disassembled and 
major steel work undertaken, 
including fabrication of many 
new components including 
floor underframe and sides. 
As the Birneys were built, like 
modern motor cars, using unitary 
construction, they don't have a 
separate chassis or underframe 
as in traditional tramcar bodies. 
The body sits directly on the truck 
as a complete unit.  This type of 
construction requires a very tight 

and structurally sound body.  
Next, the body was returned to 

Ferrymead for work to continue 
under the expert guidance of 
THS tram restorer/cabinet maker 
Graeme Richardson, assisted 
by two part time staff, Society 
volunteers and Community Service 
workers.  The first task was to hot-
rivet the sides and underframe 
together, following the original 
style of construction from 1921. 

When I saw the car in the 
workshops at Ferrymead in 
May much effort was going into 
woodwork for the roof and front 
cabin structure involving steam 
bending and glue laminating. The 
overall impression is that of a new 
car being constructed from scratch.  
The standard of workmanship was 
the equal of any vehicle restoration 
I have seen anywhere the world.

Photos taken more recently show 
the tongue and groove roof now  
reinstated, with the end panels and 
windows being installed.   

Outside in the yard stands the 
St Louis truck from 218. As one 
who physically participated in 
the demolition of 218 this was a 
poignant sight. However, recalling 
the condition the car was in at 
the end (and bearing in mind the 
then lack of even a storage site), 
restoration would never have 
been a remote possibility when 
compared with the work involved 
in 15.  Interestingly, this  truck 
is not destined for No. 15 but is 

planned to be used under New 
Plymouth Birney No. 8, rescued 
many years ago by the Wellington 
Tramway Museum, but now in the 
care of the Tramways Wanganui 
Trust. The Wanganui group 
is hoping to construct a short 
operating line in their lower North 
Island city, just a couple of hours 
drive from New Plymouth.

The truck for No. 15 will be a 
replica 79E which Andy Rowe and 
the THS are constructing  using 
components from a Melbourne No. 
1A truck originally used by the 
THS under “Brill” tram 178,  now 
equipped with the more authentic 
ex-VR Brill 77E trucks obtained 
from Victoria and regauged. 

It will be an exciting occasion 
when No 15 turns a wheel again 
after 58 years off the rails. 

During March this year our 
Secretary was contacted by the 
committee which cares for Black 
Rock House, an historic property 
owned and preserved by Bayside 
City Council and supported by 
volunteer group, Friends of Black 
Rock House. 

Carolyn Brown from the 
group invited MTM to inspect 
a tram body reputed to be a 
Sandringham horse car. 

I visited, expecting to find a 
cable trailer (often the case in 
such instances). I was delighted 
to find a 5-window single-deck 
car body - heavily disguised as a 
garden shed. 

It probably is a Duncan & Fraser  
ex-Sandringham, but vital clues 
will emerge during restoration. 

It’s in surprisingly good condition 
considering it has probably been in 
situ for close to 100 years. 

As usual, it is devoid of running 
gear, seats etc., but it’s restorable. 

On a subsequent visit, Doug 
Prosser gave advice on lifting, 
conservation and moving. 

Early in June, Carolyn Brown, 
Jurgen Dietsch, Building 
Supervisor Bayside City Council, 
and Sonia Turnbull, Events and 
Cultural Planning Co-ordinator, 
visited Bylands for a tour of 
the Museum with particular 

emphasis on the older trams. 
They were delighted to see our 

collection and to learn of the 
Museum’s program. 

The tram has been moved to 
Black Rock House where it’s on 
display in the stable block.

 This has been a good 
opportunity to establish relations 
with another group and foster 
goodwill towards the MTM. 

We will liaise as restoration 
proceeds and assist if required.

 We have also obtained an 
undertaking that should the body 
be disposed of, MTM are to have 
first option of acquisition. 
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John Rawnsley

MTM IN 
Black ROck 
REScUE BId

Bylands and the Birney: pt 2

John Rawnsley


